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Strength in Collaboration
vCon 2017

November 8-10
Participate in building the ideal collection industry ecosystem as Vertican hosts its first companywide focus group at this year’s vCon. You can help shape the next generation of Vertican products.

Learn from over 50 sessions: Collection-Master, Q-Law, YGC, vMedia, and Vertiply.

CROWNE PLAZA
690 Route 46 East
Fairfield, NJ 07004

Experience new feature presentations, training, workshops, and round table discussions that are
built to facilitate your success.
• Meet with your Forwarder/Creditor.
•

Explore new available solutions from vendors.

•

Network with peers, vendors, and partners.

•

Benefit from one-on-one meetings with Vertican.

•

Decision Makers
o

•

Make the most of new and expanded fields.

IT Managers
o

•

Explore new options.

Data Analysts
o

•

Learn about the accounting and interest enhancements.

Document Producers
o

•

Learn the ins and outs of the new policies.

Accounting Personnel
o

•

Optimize your management tools.

Network Administrators
o

•

Who Should Attend?

Maximize performance by staying informed.

Support Coordinators
o

Meet the staff and network with others.

vMedia Users!

Check out the new EXPORTPDF feature.
vMedia now allows users to create a standalone PDF of a document simultaneously when it is filed
to vMedia. Two documents are created with identical content:
•
•

One is saved in vMedia as usual.
The second one is saved as a PDF with the path and file name dynamically set at the time
of the merge.

This feature can be helpful for submitting court documents electronically ("E-filing") or anytime that
you need a PDF copy of a document. There is no longer a need to perform separate Export to PDF
from FullView or a Bulk Export from the Viewing Module.
Various configuration options allow you to configure the resulting PDF file or files:
•
•
•

File Name
Optional File Path
Optional Conflict Resolution
o Choose to Save, Replace, Duplicate, or Skip saving if the document preexists.

This EXPORTPDF feature requires the document template and/or wrapper forms to be configured
for PDF export. There is a new form marker: ExportPDF = FILENAME. This marker is used to specify
the file name, optional file path, and optional conflict resolution parameters. The Save location
and Conflict resolution can also be set at the time of the merge.

When you run the File2vMedia macro you’ll be prompted with a dialog window. Here you can
check the box to create PDF copies. Leaving the box unchecked will perform a "regular" File to
vMedia and no PDF copies will be created.
Want to know more? Your vMedia Help Manual has comprehensive documentation on this new
EXPORTPDF feature.

Document Merge Enhancements
•

The "End of Merge" marker is an additional page added at the end of a WordPerfect merge
to signify that the merge was successful, along with the date of the merge. This marker will
also show that the print job was successful when your documents print.

o

The End of Merge marker works with letters, pleadings and custom merge
processing. When using vMedia’s File to vMedia feature, the End of Merge marker
is automatically excluded from the file.

•

Another merge-related improvement involves Field Level Events (“FLE”). Document.Merge
is a new action that FLE can trigger. Document.Merge requires no interaction with the
document that is added. Optional FLE components include: Document.Comment ,
Document.PsComment, and Document.ExtraNums.

•

The Subject line on email merge documents can be customized. The improvement provides
for individualized Subject line information as opposed to one subject fits all. The Long
Discription field will become the subject line of your email because the Subject line of an
email now accepts "\F" Field Codes. For example, the contents in the Long Description,
\F1\:Test on \F8\ to \F625\, can be utilized as the subject of an email.

Did you know that vCon 2017 will be held in NJ on November 8–10 at the Crowne Plaza Fairfield?
Did you know that the June Solstice in New York City is on Wednesday, June 21, 2017 at 12:24
a.m.? In terms of daylight, this day is 5 hours, 50 minutes longer than on the December Solstice. In
most locations north of Equator, the longest day of the year is around this date.

Did you know that the earliest sunrise this year is on June 14 and the latest sunset is on June 27?
Did you know that the next Fundamentals Seminar will be held here at 55 Lane Rd, Suite 210 in
Fairfield, NJ on Oct 5-6, 2017? Learn about word processing merges, forms design and setup, Diary
Codes, new claims utilities, and much more.
Did you know that the next Financial Seminar will be held here at 55 Lane Rd, Suite 210 in Fairfield,
NJ on Oct 23-24, 2017? Learn the 'financial' skills, including internal financial data files, posting
payments, cost disbursements, bank deposits, and reconciliations.
Did you know that close to160,000 troops crossed the English Channel on D-Day, June 6, 1944?
On the first day of the invasion, allied casualties were over 10,000 and the Germans lost close to
1,000 troops.

